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ABSTRACT

We describe our experiences using formal methods and automated
theorem proving for network operation at scale. The experiences
are based on developing and applying the SecGuru and RCDC (Re-
ality Checker for Data Centers) tools in Azure. SecGuru has been
used since 2013 and thus, is arguably a pioneering industrial deploy-
ment of network verification. SecGuru is used for validating ACLs
and more recently RCDC checks forwarding tables at Azure scale.
A central technical angle is that we use local contracts and local
checks, that can be performed at scale in parallel, and without main-
taining global snapshots, to validate global properties of datacenter
networks. Specifications leverage declarative encodings of configu-
rations and automated theorem proving for validation. We describe
how intent is automatically derived from network architectures
and verification is incorporated as prechecks for making changes,
live monitoring, and for evolving legacy policies. We document
how network verification, grounded in architectural constraints,
can be integral to operating a reliable cloud at scale.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Routing and network access restrictions in today’s hyperscale cloud
datacenters involves hundreds of thousands of routers and mil-
lions of end-points. Conceptually, correctness of configurations
that control routing and network access is a global property: Are
all available shortest paths available for routing? Is access from one
group of devices to another ensured/prevented? Specifying and enforc-
ing such properties appears on the surface as an insurmountable
challenge: how does one extract specifications that capture the
intended operation, coined as intent [25], of these networks, and
how can extracted intent be checked efficiently? Several approaches
inspired by the paradigm of treating networks as programs [44] have
emerged in recent years to address reachability and access restric-
tions. These include tackling scalability through network-optimized
data-structures [22, 23, 47, 50], methods for handling incremental
updates [21, 23, 50], and discovering structural properties of data-
centers, such as symmetries [4, 41]. The question of how intent is
captured is also an area with several approaches, noteworthy using
template properties, a.k.a. network beliefs [30], as labels that can
be applied to networks.

Our experience with deploying network verification in Azure
suggests that there is another useful perspective for verifying reach-
ability. We claim that network intent for a structured datacenter
network, can be derived from its architecture. Thus, intent is avail-
able in databases that maintain a description of network topology
and address locality. Verification methods, in turn, can be local-
ized to one device at a time, in isolation, enabling scalability. ACL
checking and checking forwarding tables, discussed in depth in this
paper, are prime scenarios of network verification using local veri-
fication techniques. RCDC can check all-pairs of redundant routes
in a datacenter with up to 104 routers in less than 3 minutes on a
single CPU. In comparison, sophisticated and highly tuned meth-
ods for incremental checking forwarding behavior, including [21],
reports on experiments with networks having between 12 and 316
nodes with overhead in milliseconds for incremental checks, yet
from cold start require O(|V |3) solver calls for the all pair short-
est path reachability problems. This addresseses useful properties,
but doesn’t directly address equal cost multi-path routing prop-
erties. Libra [50] reports scalability to 104 switches, and relies on
MapReduce jobs among 50 machines to bring global verification
of properties down to a minute. To reduce the number of nodes,
|V |, to a feasible range, symmetry reduction techniques may apply,
but an available reduction [41] taking 100 minutes for a datacenter
with fewer than 400 routers renders this avenue several order of
magnitudes slower than local checks. The resources required for
local checks are trivial in comparison to global approaches.
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We view locality analogously to program verification based on
programs annotated with inductive loop invariants that can be
checked locally by verifying proof obligations known as Hoare
triples. In contrast, symbolic model checking methodologies ad-
dress the case where programs are not already annotated with
inductive loop invariants and the tools have to work much harder
to synthesize the invariants. With the locally discharged verifica-
tion conditions, correctness of the entire program is derived in a
compositional way. Similarly, global properties of the datacenter
networks are derived from how the routers are connected. We claim
that locality derives from the necessity that datacenter designs ad-
here to the law of parsimony that allows devices to be configured
in modular and uniform ways. Thus, we are not faced with an ar-
bitrary verification problem, but a scenario where the contracts
on routers follow a fixed set of rules. These rules derive from the
datacenter architecture which remains essentially fixed. The state
of the network may fluctuate, for example as a result of link fail-
ures, software, firmware or hardware bugs, or manual configuration
changes. The contracts derived from the architecture, though, are
expected to hold across such state changes. For example, we expect
all devices to have at least a minimum set of uplinks available. This
is a fundamental observation that allows to significantly reduce
the set of moving parts that have to be addressed, and ultimately
enables our local methodology. Checking ACLs and forwarding
share several traits: policies are checked using symbolic techniques,
either simple SMT queries or lookups into optimized hash-tries,
they derive from the dataplane state, and they are deployed as
services in a change validation workflow.

We also argue, as documented by our experiences, that network
verification is a necessary part of deploying modern hyperscale
datacenters. Verification would also be useless unless there is a
process for remediation. To this end, we describe our experiences
with routing and network access restrictions over nearly six years
of deployments and over different incarnations of Azure’s designs.

Contributions. The paper makes the following contributions:

(1) Automatic intent extraction: We describe a methodology
for automatically deriving intent for structured datacenter
networks from architectural metadata comprising topology
and address locality.

(2) Local validation: A novel technique for decomposing end-
end reachability invariants to a set of local contracts.

(3) Design and implementation of an industrial deployment
for continuously verifying routing and network access re-
strictions of a hyperscale network.

(4) Experiences: We describe experiences from a set of use
cases for managing forwarding policies and network access
control.We have deployed our techniques for livemonitoring
of production state and as prechecks for ensuring that the
impact of changes is along the intent.

The contributions are described in a context of four themes:
What defines reality and how is it captured? In our setting, real-

ity is given as configurations that reside on network devices. The
forwarding information base (FIB) determines packet forwarding
behavior. Access Control Lists (ACLs) control network access re-
strictions.

How do we learn intent? We automatically extract intent based
on facts about our network topology and architecture. Azure has a
metadata service that maintains facts such as the IP prefixes hosted
in the top-of-rack switch routers, the details of the neighbors, and
how the BGP sessions are configured between routers.

How is reality validated against intent? Our approach is based
on locally validating device state in the backdrop of global network
properties that follow from the network design. Notably, validation
does not assume or require forming global snapshots. We claim that
correctness of a structured datacenter is based on local properties
of routers. This ensures scalability as checks can be parallelized.

Are results actionable? Verification produces reports that are
used to trigger alerts or automatic remediation actions. Reports
that require human inspection are processed by raising alerts with
appropriate severity for network operators. Error reports that are
from well-understood failure modes trigger automatic remediation.

The experiences provided in this paper aim to shed light on
the role of verification in a DevOps cloud scenario. Our efforts
document how this setting has its own distinguishing characteris-
tics compared to, for instance, the role of verification in hardware
designs and static analysis of software. Our setting involves ver-
ification of live systems that change through upgrades and new
datacenter designs and is managed by operators who in part have
built components. We document how verification is integrated to
gate deployments. Yet, they share one commonality: our approach
for extracting forwarding intent is based on specifications baked
into a systems architecture, similar to how an instruction set specifi-
cation can be said to capture the intent of how a CPU should operate.
Note that network verification also broadly covers areas that are
orthogonal to ours, such as program verification and symbolic sim-
ulation of P4 programs [28, 43], NATs [49], middle-boxes [39], and
control plane verification [3, 13], and finally verification of WAN
properties where our assumptions of uniform designs may not hold.

Our work or experiences do not raise any ethical issues.

2 FORWARDING BEHAVIOR

Azure has a hyperscale network comprising hundreds of thousands
of network devices. These translate to billions of reachability in-
variants to verify that all datacenter traffic preserves our intent. We
describe our approach for formulating intent, reality, and our tech-
nique for efficiently validating reality against intent. We deployed
these techniques in RCDC, a system for continuously monitoring
drift of forwarding policies. We also developed pre checks leverag-
ing a high-fidelity network emulator for verifying that all changes
to the network leave the devices in a state that preserves our intent.
We describe the experiences of operating both these systems.

2.1 Datacenter Network Architecture

We first provide a brief primer on the Azure datacenter network
architecture. It builds on previous work [17, 24] that describes the
architecture and design rationale.

The Azure datacenter network uses a hierarchical Clos topol-
ogy leveraging commodity switch hardware. It uses External BGP
(EBGP) as the routing protocol, and equal-cost multipath (ECMP)
for load balancing traffic across all links. These aspects combined
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Figure 1: Datacenter Topology Diagram

offer high bandwidth and low latency for both east-west and north-
south traffic.

Figure 1 illustrates Azure’s datacenter network topology. The
top-of-rack (ToR) switches connect a set of servers hosted in a rack.
A number of top-of-rack switches are connected together by a set
of aggregating switches referred to as the leaf switches. We will
refer to the set of racks that are connected together as a cluster.
Leaf switches form the cluster boundary. Leaf switches are in turn
connected together by a set of aggregating switches referred to
as the spine switches. Spine switches form the boundary for the
datacenter. Spine switches connect the datacenter network to the
Azure regional spine network.

All network devices are configured to establish EBGP sessions
over direct point-to-point links interconnecting them. The other
aspect of the EBGP configuration is the ASN allocation scheme.
Azure’s ASN allocation scheme uses private ASN numbers to avoid
conflicts with the Internet. The scheme assigns a unique ASN num-
ber to all spine devices serving a datacenter, all leaf devices serving
a cluster, and each ToR switch. We reuse ToR ASN numbers such
that they are unique within a cluster. Therefore, upstream BGP
sessions on the ToR are configured to accept BGP announcements
for prefixes hosted in other ToRs with the same ASN number.

The top-of-rack switches are configured to announce their VLAN
prefixes to their neighboring leaf devices. The leaf and spine devices
are configured to announce the received prefixes to their neighbors;
they do not use route aggregation because such aggregations can
result in black-holing of traffic due to a single-link failure. The
regional spine devices are configured to strip off the private ASNs
from the AS_PATH property when relaying the routes received
from the spine devices. This is done to prohibit ASN collisions
between different datacenters. The regional spine, datacenter spine,
and leaf devices are all configured to relay default routes received
from upstream devices to downstream devices.

Azure’s network design assures that all server-server traffic has
low latency by coercing the following path conditions: The path
between two servers from different clusters in the same datacenter

1 VRF name: default
2 Codes: C - connected, S - static, K - kernel,
3 O - OSPF, IA - OSPF inter area, ...
4 B E - eBGP, ...
5 ...
6
7 Gateway of last resort:
8 B E 0.0.0.0/0 [200/0] via 30.10.192.12, ...
9 via ...
10 via ...
11 ....
12
13 B E 10.3.129.224/28 [200/0] via 10.10.192.12, ...
14 via ...
15 ...
16
17 '''

Figure 2: A routing table from a network device.

comprise a ToR hosting the source server, a leaf switch in the source
cluster, a spine switch, a leaf switch in the destination cluster, and
finally a ToR hosting the destination server. Similarly, the path
between two servers in the same cluster comprise a leaf device in
the cluster. These paths assure low latency, and the multiple paths
available support maximum bandwidth.

2.2 Forwarding Information Base

The forwarding information base (FIB) of a router determines
its forwarding behavior. It is a table, where each entry associates a
destination prefix to a set of next hop addresses. Figure 2 contains
a routing table from a network device. The network devices use
this information to program the FIB, which is maintained in switch
application specific integrated circuit (ASIC). Whenever a router re-
ceives a packet, it selects the next hop address to forward the packet
using two steps. First, it selects the entry with the longest prefix
containing the destination address in the packet header. For exam-
ple, a packet targeting an address matching prefix 10.3.129.224/28
would be processed by the routing rule at line 13. Second, it selects
one of next hops from the list of next hops. The routing rule at line
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8 is called the default route, and is selected when no other rule in
the table matches the destination address.

2.3 Reality and Intent

We use the FIB to represent the reality of a device with respect
to its forwarding behavior. The forwarding behavior of the entire
network is determined by forwarding behavior of each device.

For a datacenter, we postulate intent for forwarding behavior as:

Intent 1. All pairs ToR reachability.

Intent 2. Traffic should always follow a shortest path.

Intent 3. All redundant shortest paths should be available.

The paths between any two ToRs should either be of length 4
or 2. Intra-datacenter paths, i.e., paths between ToRs in different
clusters but the same datacenter, must be of length 4. For example, in
Figure 1, any path between T0-1 with ASN 65510 and T0-1 with ASN
65410, must consist of a T1 with ASN 65534, T2 with ASN 65535,
and T1 with ASN 65533. Intra-cluster paths, i.e., paths between
ToRs in the same cluster must be of length 2. For example, any
path between T0-1 with ASN 65510 and T0-2 with ASN 65511 must
be of length 2. Availability of redundant paths provides maximal
flexibility to routing strategies, such as ECMP.

We derive the concrete invariants for each datacenter based on
facts about placement of address ranges and topology. We get these
facts from a metadata service that maintains these facts.

2.4 Local Validation

A straightforward approach for validating enforcement of intended
forwarding policies against the actual network comprises of two
steps. First, we need to obtain a stable snapshot of the routing tables
from all the devices and form the composite routing table for the
entire network. Second, we can then validate the intent against the
composite routing table. Obtaining a stable snapshot of the entire
network is an engineering feat [50]. Each router in the network
may update its routing table using possibly unsynchronized clocks.
Merging them in the wrong timestamp order may lead to an incon-
sistent state that does not occur in practice, and therefore lead to
false positives. In contrast, obtaining a stable state from a single
switch is deterministic. The complexity of validating the snapshot
without additional domain insights is at least cubic in the network
graph for all pairs of shortest paths. Furthermore, it exhibits an
exponential number of ECMP redundant paths measured by the
diameter of the network graph. Even as the diameter is low, 4 in our
case, the fan-outs with degree 4-12 produce roughly 1000 different
paths per pair of end-points. Validating correctness of the network
with hundreds of thousands of ToRs requires verifying a billion
routing invariants for all pairs of ToRs.

In bypassing these challenges, we developed a local validation
technique. It exploits Azure network’s highly regular structure to
decompose the end-end reachability invariants into a set of local
contracts for every device. Each network device plays a fixed role
for a set of address ranges. If the role is enforced in each device,
then end-end reachability follows as a consequence. The contracts
are expressible as conditions that are local to a device, and the
correctness of their enforcement can be validated in each device
independently. Therefore, we can parallelize validation and thus

scale. Correctness of local forwarding behavior is invariant to small
fluctuations in network state, as they are dealt with by routing
strategies, obviating the need for obtaining a synchronized snapshot
of the entire network.

We illustrate how we decompose the end-end reachability in-
variants into local contracts using a running example. Figure 3
contains a datacenter topology that is scaled down for the purpose
of illustrating contracts, and Figure 4 describes the corresponding
local contracts. There are four link failures in Figure 3. We create
contracts based on expected topology, and therefore will ignore cur-
rent state of the links when generating contracts. Subsection 2.4.4
describes how these failures lead to contract violations.

A local forwarding contract for a device consists of a prefix and
a set of next hops, and states the expectation that all packets whose
destination address matches the given prefix must be forwarded
to the specified next hops. Each device has two types of contracts,
namely specific and default contracts. A specific contract states
the expectation for concrete prefixes. A default contract states the
expectation for packets whose destination address does not match
the prefixes in any of the specific forwarding rules, and therefore
follows a default route. The prefix for this contract is specified as
0.0.0.0/0, however, it is referring to the complement of the union
of all prefixes in each of the routing rules.

2.4.1 ToR Contracts. Each ToR has a default contract with next
hops set to its neighboring leaf devices. For example, the default
contract for ToR1 specifies {A1,A2,A3,A4} as the next hops.

Each ToR has a specific contract for every prefix hosted in the
datacenter besides the prefix that it is configured to announce, and
the next hops are set to its neighboring leaf devices. For example,
ToR1 has specific contracts for PrefixB , PrefixC , and PrefixD with
next hops set to {A1,A2,A3,A4}.

2.4.2 Leaf Contracts. Each leaf device has a default contract
with next hops set to its neighboring spine devices. For example,
the default contract for A1 specifies D1 as the next hop.

Each leaf device has a specific contract for every prefix hosted
in the datacenter. They always forward traffic directly to the ToR
devices in the cluster they are covering. For example,A1 has specific
contracts for PrefixA and PrefixB with next hops set to ToR1 and
ToR2 respectively. Other datacenter prefixes are forwarded to spine
devices that connect to the leaf devices that connect directly to the
prefix. For example, A2 has a specific route for Pre f ixC with next
hop set to D2, which in turn connects to B2.

2.4.3 Spine Contracts. Each spine device has a default route
with next hops set to its neighboring regional spine devices. For
example, the default contract for D1 specifies {R1,R3} as the next
hops.

Each spine device has a specific route for every prefix in the
datacenter with the next hops set to its neighboring leaf devices
from the cluster hosting the prefix. For example, D1 has specific
contracts for PrefixA and PrefixB (prefixes hosted in ClusterA) with
next hop set to A1, which is the only device from Cluster A that
connects to D1. Similarly, D1 also has specific contracts for PrefixC
and PrefixD with next hop set to B1.

2.4.4 Contracts in Action. We illustrate how the link failures
in Figure 3 cause violations in the local contracts. ToR1 has lost
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Figure 3: Scaled down topology for illustrating lo-

cal contracts.

Prefix Next Hops
0/0 {A1,A2,A3,A4}
PrefixB {A1,A2,A3,A4}
PrefixC {A1,A2,A3,A4}
PrefixD {A1,A2,A3,A4}

ToR1 contracts.
Prefix Next Hops
0/0 {D1}
PrefixA {ToR1}
PrefixB {ToR2}
PrefixC {D1}
PrefixD {D1}

Prefix Next Hops
0/0 {R1,R3}
PrefixA {A1}
PrefixB {A1}
PrefixC {B1}
PrefixD {B1}

A1 contracts. D1 contracts.

Figure 4: Example illustrating local contracts.

its uplinks to devices A3 and A4, and ToR2 has lost its uplinks to
devices A1 and A2. As a result, ToR1, A1, A2, D1, and D2 have a
contract failure for PrefixB ; these devices do not have a specific
route for PrefixB , and packets targeting these destinations choose
the default route. ToR2, A3, A4, D3, and D4 have a similar failure
for PrefixA. Finally, both ToR1 and ToR2 have a default contract
failure because the default route in both devices have only two next
hops compared to the expected four next hops. These failures cause
all traffic targeting PrefixB from ToR1 to take a longer route. First,
such packets must follow default routes all the way up to R1 or
R2. R1, R2, D3, D4, A3, and A4 have no contract failures for PrefixB .
Therefore, the packets must be able to follow the specific routes in
those devices to reach ToR2.

In this example, the default contract failures in both ToR1 and
ToR2 cause the longer route for traffic from ToR1 to ToR2, and vice
versa. The absence of default route contract failures in all devices,
and specific contracts failures relating to PrefixB in the R devices
ensures the availability of longer routes.

The severity of the failure depends on the number of servers
affected by the device, and the number of additional faults required
to cause an availability impact. For example, the severity of an
error in R1 is higher than a similar error in D1. From an operations
perspective, it makes sense to address errors in the order of severity.
This is particularly important for costly remediations such as those
involving manual steps.

2.4.5 Local Contracts Imply Global Reachability.

Claim 1. If local contracts are preserved in the ToR, leaf, and spine
devices, then all pairs of ToRs in the datacenter are reachable to one
another through the maximal set of shortest paths provided by the
redundant routers deployed in the datacenter.

The local contracts allow us to formulate a global claim about
forwarding behavior within a datacenter. In summary, the local
contracts on each device ensure that traffic is forwarded along fully
redundant routes, e.g. with a fan-out corresponding to the number
of redundant routers in each cluster (in Figure 1 called k,n,m,p) in

each level. The forwarding behavior also ensures that the shortest
paths, which are either of length 2 or 4, are taken.

In the abstract, local validation amounts to checking policies
Pv : H → 2H×V that at node v map a header h ∈ H into a set of
next nodes and potentially modified headers. It requires a mapping
into the natural numbers δ : H × V → N (perhaps helpful to
think of as a time to live), such that whenever (h′,v ′) ∈ Pv (h), then
δ (h,v) > δ (h′,v ′) and such that when δ (h,v) = 0, then v is the
intended destination for header h. It requires a cardinality bound
C : H×V → N , that provides lower bounds on number of next hops
(for ECMP routing strategies), and has the property C(h,v) > 0
whenever δ (h,v) > 0. It is satisfied by network policies when |{v ′ |

(h′,v ′) ∈ Pv (h)}| ≥ C(h,v). Our setting is even more specific than
cardinality bounds, it specifies which next hops must be reached,
it does not involve rewriting headers, and it requires the ordering
induced by δ to follow shortest paths. Thus, local validation for
forwarding applies if suitable δ and C can be determined across
deployed policies.

2.5 Verification Engine

The verification engine takes as input a prefix-based forwarding
policy P and a contract C , and produces a list of rules in P that
violate the contract. The list is empty if P satisfies C .

By default, the verification engine leverages Z3 [11] by encoding
policies and contracts as bit-vector logic formulas, and extracts
answers using satisfiability checking. This approach provides a
flexible query language and performance is within a second for
routing tables extracted from our datacenters. For the most common
workload, we developed a specialized and much faster algorithm.
It enabled scaling verification to several thousands of devices us-
ing very modest CPU resources. The algorithm exploits the fact
that address ranges in the contract and routing rules are proper
address prefixes (a mask on an IP address that fixes a range of most
significant bits). We describe both algorithms.

2.5.1 Bit-Vector Logic Modeling. The predicate for a routing rule
that directs packets targeting IP addresses in a prefix 10.20.20.0/24
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to next hops A, B, C, or D comprises the following two parts:

ri .prefix(®x) = (10.20.20.0 ≤ ®x ≤ 10.20.20.255) (1)
ri .nexthops = A ∨ B ∨C ∨ D (2)

The first part of the predicate checks whether the given address
®x is within the address range described by the prefix, The second
part of the predicate is disjunction of Boolean variables, each corre-
sponding to a next hop interface.

The meaning of a policy P is defined as a predicate P(®x) that
returns the forwarding decision encoded as formula. It is a next
hop expression, if a route exists for the destination. Otherwise, it is
a Boolean constant drop representing that the packet was dropped.
Suppose a policy has rules r1,..,rn , where the rules in the routing
policy are sorted in descending order of the prefix length. Then the
meaning of the policy is defined by induction on n:

Definition 2.1 (Longest Prefix Matching Policy). Define P , Pi (for
0 ≤ i < n) and Pn as:

P(®x) = P1(®x)

Pi (®x) = if ri .prefix(®x) then ri .nexthops else Pi+1(®x)
Pn (®x) = drop

A contract for a routing policy defines the expectation for for-
warding behavior of all packets whose destination address matches
an address prefix. The semantics is similar to the routing rule. The
outcomes of verifying P using C are either of the following:

(1) C .range(®x)∧P∧¬C .nexthops is unsatisfiable. The forwarding
behavior for the prefix stated in the contract is preserved by
the policy.

(2) C .range(®x)∧P∧¬C .nexthops is satisfiable: The routing policy
selects a different set of next hops in comparison to the
behavior expected by the contract.

Several variants of contract checking are possible. For example, we
can check whether C .range(®x) ∧ ¬(P ⇔ C .nexthops) is satisfiable
to enforce that a policy agrees with a contract with respect to all
output ports.

Validating a routing contract for the default route, i.e., 0.0.0.0/0
is handled as a special case. Say the policy P has a default route
rdefault . For validating a contract Cdefault for the default route, we
check that:

rdefault .nexthops = Cdefault .nexthops

The intent of validating such a contract is to verify the forwarding
behavior of packets that are not handled by any of the routing rules.

2.5.2 Trie-based Algorithm. We represent prefix-based routing
policies into a hash-trie such that the shortest prefix match, corre-
sponding to the default route labels the root node of the trie, and
such that a node referencing a routing rule ri is added as a child
of a node referencing a routing rule r j if the prefix of ri extends r j ,
and ri is not an extension of another rule that also extends r j .

Validating the default route contract is performed by comparing
the next hops in the contract and the default route.

For verifying each contract C , we select the candidate routing
rules from the trie as follows:

{ri | (C .range ⊆ ri .prefix) ∨ (ri .prefix ⊆ C .range)}

Figure 5: Architecture Diagram

Collecting this set of rules is efficient when C .range is a proper
prefix, because traversal of the hash-trie can be limited to nodes
that correspond to rules that are returned. We walk through this
list in the descending order of prefix length and do the following:

• Check if the nexthops match those required by the contract.
If they don’t, then we add the rule to the list of rules violating
the contract.

• Add ri .prefix to a list L.
• If theC .range is a subset or equals the union of prefixes in L,
then we stop. Otherwise, repeat the steps for the next rule.

Finally, we return the list of violating rules.

2.6 Live Monitoring of Forwarding Behavior

We describe a service that we built for continuously verifying the
forwarding behavior leveraging local validation. We describe the
types of latent bugs we detected, and how we remediated them
before they caused an outage.

The Azure datacenter network is designed with adequate re-
dundancies to tolerate a certain number of link or BGP session
failures. For example, each top-of-rack switch is connected tom
leaf switches and is configured to use equal-cost multi-path (ECMP)
routing. Therefore, each switch hasm next hops for traffic going in
the north direction. Therefore, the top-of-rack switches can tolerate
up tom − 1 failures without being isolated from the network.

It is typical to have a few link failures in a production datacenter.
For example, we sometimes mitigate lossy links by shutting down
BGP on such links. Only when these failures exceed a threshold
we have reachability issues such as longer paths or unreachable
destinations. The value of RCDC is in detecting latent bugs, i.e.,
devices that have already experienced a few failures such that
additional failures could cause an outage. Remediating these bugs
in a timely fashion will help us avoid outages.

2.6.1 System Architecture. RCDC comprises 3 micro services,
namely a device contract generator, a forwarding table puller, and a
routing table validator. Figure 5 contains the architecture diagram
for the validation service. The device contract generator consumes
facts from the metadata system, generates a comprehensive set of
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contracts for each device, and pushes them to a NoSQL data store.
The routing table puller pulls routing tables from all the network
devices periodically, pushes them to an NoSQL data store, and also
posts a notification in an cloud queue. The routing table validator
consumes each notification, pulls both the routing table and con-
tracts from the NoSQL data store, validates them, and pushes the
results to a stream analytics system. Alerts are triggered based on
the results.

RCDC is designed for horizontal scalability. The service is parti-
tioned into several instances. Each instance is configured to monitor
the devices in a set of datacenters. The service instance, the NoSQL
data store, and the queue are chosen to have minimal latency from
the set of devices being monitored. Each service instance is config-
ured to monitor O(10K) devices. Fetching each routing table takes
200-800ms, and validating takes O(100) milliseconds. The frequency
of validation is configurable.

The stream analytics systems features a query interface that
facilitates interactive querying of the results. The alerts and remedi-
ations are triggered by a set of queries that correlate the validation
errors with additional metadata, classify errors, and direct them ap-
propriately for remediation. For example, if links are operationally
down, then these are most likely because of cabling faults and are
remediated by replacing the cables. On the other hand, if the BGP
sessions are administratively shut, then they are unshut and moni-
tored for health. If they become unhealthy, then they are shut again
and directed for further investigation.

2.6.2 Errors. After deploying RCDC, initial reports identified a
few hundred latent bugs. Although the absolute number of bugs
represent less than one percent of the total number of devices in
the network, these still pose a risk to reliability. We describe a set
of highly diverse root causes for errors recovered by the RCDC.

Software Bug 1. A software bug in the network device oper-
ating system caused a RIB-FIB inconsistency. Those devices used
significantly fewer next hops for the default route compared to
expected, and therefore violated the default contracts.

Software Bug 2. Another software bug caused the port inter-
faces on some devices to be treated as layer 2 switch ports instead
of layer 3 routed ports, resulting in the device not assigning any IP
addresses to the interfaces. As a result, BGP sessions could not be
set up on any of the interfaces in those devices, and therefore their
routing tables violated all forwarding contracts.

Hardware Failures. Hardware failures on the optical cables
caused some links to be operationally down. As a result, BGP ses-
sions on those links were down too; the devices on either end had
fewer next hops for traffic targeting the other device violating the
local contracts.

Operation Drift. We detected BGP sessions that were shut
down administratively to mitigate lossy links, but never remediated.
Therefore, all devices on either side of the link violated the routing
invariants.

Migrations. Migrating traffic from a decommissioned to new
infrastructure comprises multiple steps. Some of these steps may be
manual operations, and therefore have high potential for misconfig-
urations. For example, the leaf devices of both the decommissioned
and the new infrastructure were configured with the same ASN
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Figure 6: Burndown Graph of Errors.

numbers. As a result, the top-of-rack switches hosted in both in-
frastructures did not see the specific route announcements of each
other. Therefore, the top-of-rack switches violated all the specific
contracts. There were no reachability issues because the traffic be-
tween these two clusters were following default routes and reaching
the correct destination. However, the lack of specific routes could
potentially cause the traffic to use a longer path in the presence
of some link failures, and result in higher latency. Therefore, the
specific contract violations must be remediated in time.

Policy Errors.We detected several types of policy configuration
errors in a part of our network infrastructure that was in part
manually configured. We describe two examples. Network devices
are configured with policies called route maps that determine the
type of BGP announcements that they must accept or send. A
policy misconfiguration resulted in devices rejecting default route
announcements from upstream devices. Another misconfiguration
in the ECMP setup resulted in some of the devices using just a single
next hop for upstream traffic instead of all the available upstream
devices. The contract violations detected all these issues.

2.6.3 Performance. Most devices in our datacenter network
have routing tables with several thousands of prefixes. A topology
generator that produces synthetic benchmarks with characteris-
tics similar to the Azure network is available from [29]. Checking
a device in a typical Azure datacenter involves checking several
thousands of contracts. RCDC takes 180ms to verify all contracts on
a single device on average. RCDC can check all-pairs of redundant
routes in a datacenter with up to 104 routers in less than 3 minutes
on a single CPU.

2.6.4 Remediation. Errors are classified by risk factor based on
the number of servers it impacts, and the number of additional faults
required to cause an impact. For example, a top-of-the-rack switch
that has only a single next hop for default route represents a high-
risk error, since any additional failure can isolate the top-of-rack
switch and cause availability issues for the servers hosted below.
Similarly, if a significant number of spine devices in a datacenter
have errors relating to specific prefixes, then those errors represent
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Figure 7: Workflow for validating network changes before

they are applied in production.

a high-risk because they are required for assuring the longer paths
for several servers. High risk errors are addressed with higher
priority, and low risk errors are addressed after.

Validation reports are used to derive automatic alerts, that in turn
trigger an automated triaging process. The triaging process collects
additional information to direct the error further, determines the
risk of the error, and pushes them to an appropriate queue for reme-
diation. For example, errors that requires replacing faulty cables are
pushed to a queue maintained for datacenter operations personnel.
In all these queues, the high priority errors are remediated before
addressing the low-priority errors.

Figure 6 illustrates the observed burndown trend of routing
intent-drift errors. The y-axis shows the relative proportion of the
high-risk and low-risk errors to total number of errors. It documents
a clear downward trend of errors since RCDC was deployed near
day 5. It illustrates how the risk assessment helped the DevOps
teams prioritize fixing high risk errors quickly.

2.7 Preventing Dangerous Changes

A built-in limitation of live monitoring is that it can only detect
dangerous changes after they have occurred. To prevent a large
class of faulty updates from entering in the first place Azure uses
a high-fidelity network emulator [27]. It runs a full stack of virtual-
ized device software, connected with virtual links using the same
topology as the production network, and configured with live con-
figurations and routing state from production devices. To explore
more scenarios and scale much further, Azure also uses a network
simulator to extract live configurations [31]. RCDC is then used
on FIBs extracted from these networks, reporting the same class of
errors as on the live network. This pipeline is integral in a pre-check
process (Figure 7) that is used prior to rolling out configuration
changes, whether during a repave or as part of periodic refresh, to
production networks. It is used to detect issues arising from root
causes such as software bugs, policy errors, and interoperability
issues triggered by a specific change.

2.8 Assumptions and Limitations

RCDC assumes a structured datacenter network such as Azure,
where the topology and address locality are tracked. We expect our
assumptions to hold for datacenter networks based on VL2 [17].
These assumptions enable decomposing the reachability properties

to local contracts. Also, RCDC detects changes that affect the steady
state routing behavior. In contrast, it may not detect transient errors.
For example, it cannot detect a transient routing loop while BGP is
still in a transient state.

3 NETWORK CONNECTIVITY

RESTRICTIONS

Azure secures its infrastructure and customer services by host-
ing them in customized isolation boundaries using network con-
nectivity restrictions. For example, Azure management service
interfaces are walled off from the Internet and arbitrary customer
access. In addition, customer services are also isolated from one
another. These restrictions are enforced in network devices such
as routers and top-of-rack switches, hypervisor packet filters, and
firewalls. Managing these restrictions is fraught with complexity
and cannot rely on human inspection or trial and error. This sec-
tion describes three case studies of deploying static verification
techniques for managing these types of policies.

We developed a library called SecGuru for facilitating automatic
validation of network connectivity policies using Z3 [11]. The li-
brary implements mechanisms for encoding policies and contracts
into bit-vector logic, and verifying that the contracts are preserved
by the policies. We provide a brief background on the semantics of
these policies, describe the design of a verification engine for these
policies, and finally describe three case studies that describe our
experience of deploying these techniques and the outcome of work
in terms of avoiding customer impact.

3.1 Background

This section provides a brief primer on network device access-
control lists, network security groups, and their syntax and seman-
tics. Network devices can be configured with an access-control
list (ACL) to enforce restrictions on traffic flowing through the
device. Figure 8 contains an example ACL. This ACL is authored
in Cisco’s IOS language, used by most Cisco devices. Network de-
vices from other vendors use similar languages. Network security
groups (NSG) help customers enforce connectivity restrictions on
resources deployed inside their virtual network (Figure 9). All IP
addresses used in Figures 8 & 9 are for illustrative purposes only.

The syntax of the two policies vary, but semantics is similar. In
both cases, a policy is a set of rules. Each rule describes a packet
filter and an action. The packet filter describes permissible values
for source and destination addresses, source and destination ports,
and protocol. The expression 10.0.0.0/8 specifies an address range
10.0.0.0 to 10.255.255.255. That is, the first 8 bits are fixed and the
remaining 24 (= 32-8) vary. A wild card is indicated by Any. For
ports, Any encodes the range from 0 to 216 − 1. The action is either
Permit or Deny. They indicate whether packets matching the range
should be allowed through the firewall.

Both policies have the first-applicable rule semantics, where
the device processes an incoming packet per the first rule that
matches its description. If no rules match, then the incoming packet
is denied by default. Therefore, the order in which the rules appear
is important. For ACL, the order is implicit in the sequence of rules.
For NSG, the priority field specifies the order: smaller numbers
have higher priority.
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1 remark Isolating private addresses
2 deny ip 0.0.0.0/32 any
3 deny ip 10.0.0.0/8 any
4 deny ip 172.16.0.0/12 any
5 deny ip 192.0.2.0/24 any
6 ...
7 remark Anti spoofing ACLs
8 deny ip 104.208.32.0/20 any
9 deny ip 168.61.144.0/20 any
10 ...
11 remark permits for IPs without
12 port and protocol blocks
13 permit ip any 104.208.32.0/24
14 ....
15 remark standard port and protocol
16 blocks
17 deny tcp any any eq 445
18 deny udp any any eq 445
19 deny tcp any any eq 593
20 deny udp any any eq 593
21 ...
22 deny 53 any any
23 deny 55 any any
24 ...
25 remark permits for IPs with
26 port and protocol blocks
27 permit ip any 104.208.32.0/20
28 permit ip any 168.61.144.0/20
29 ...

Figure 8: Network device access-control list.

1 [{
2 "Name": "Allow Prefix 1",
3 "Id": "Prefix2",
4 "Etag": "45aa-c152",
5 "Properties": {
6 "ProvisioningState": "Succeeded",
7 "Protocol": "TCP",
8 "SourcePortRange": "1024-65535;500",
9 "SourceAddressPrefix": "SQLMI_TAG;40.79.210.20/32;
10 20.190.140.128/25",
11 "DestinationPortRange": "1433",
12 "DestinationAddressPrefix": "Any",
13 "Action": "Allow",
14 "Priority": 6000,
15 "Direction": "Inbound" }
16 },
17 {
18 "Name": "Deny override",
19 "Id": "Prefix2",
20 "Etag": "45aa-c152",
21 "Properties": {
22 "ProvisioningState": "Succeeded",
23 "Protocol": "Any",
24 "SourcePortRange": "Any",
25 "SourceAddressPrefix": "Any",
26 "DestinationPortRange": "Any",
27 "DestinationAddressPrefix": "Any",
28 "Action": "Deny",
29 "Priority": 100,
30 "Direction": "Inbound" }
31 }]

Figure 9: Network security groups.

Figure 10: SecGuru architecture.

The ACL in Figure 8 has five sections: §1, lines 2-6, filter traffic
that targets private IP addresses. For example, line 3 blocks traffic
targeting 10.0.0.0/8, which is a private address range per RFC1918;
§2, lines 8-10, are for anti-spoofing; §3, lines 13-14, permit traffic
targeting IP addresses that should be permissible without any port
blocks; §4, lines 17-24, block a standard set of ports and protocols
on all Internet traffic targeting any destination inside the network;
§5, lines 27-29, permit traffic to a set of address ranges.

3.2 Verification Engine

SecGuru takes a policy and a set of contracts as input, and produces
the outcome of analysis as output (Figure 10). In the case of network
device ACLs, the policy is the configuration of the network device
and the name of the ACL that it contains and needs to be analyzed.
In the case of NSGs, the policy is a file containing the NSG rules.
Each contract, similar to a policy rule, describes a packet filter and
expectation of whether the packets matching the description must
be permitted or denied. SecGuru encodes policies and contracts as
predicates in bit-vector logic, and leverages satisfiability checking
to extract answers. The intuition behind this design is that network
connectivity restrictions are essentially a set of constraints over IP
addresses, ports, and protocol, each of which are bit-vectors of vary-
ing sizes. Modeling policy analysis questions as logical formulas
allows analysis to be semantic and agnostic to the low-level device
syntax used for access control. A tool derived from how SecGuru

encodes and checks ACLs, and specialized to Windows Firewalls,
is open source [20].

The outcome of SecGuru analyzing a policy, (P ), and a contract,
(C), is one of the following:

(1) C → P is valid: The contract is preserved by the policy, i.e.,
the set of all traffic patterns described byC is a subset of the
set of all traffic patterns accepted by the policy.

(2) C ∧ ¬P is satisfiable: The contract is not preserved by the
policy, i.e., some traffic patterns accepted byC are denied by
P . In this case, the error report also identifies the rule in the
policy that violated the contract.

We describe how policies and contracts are encoded as predicates
using an example. The rules corresponding to lines 3 and 13 of
Figure 8 have the associated predicates:

r3 :
(10.0.0.0 ≤ srcIp ≤ 10.255.255.255) ∧
protocol = 4

r13 :
(104.208.32.0 ≤ dstIp ≤ 104.208.32.255)∧
protocol = 4

We use ri (®x) to refer to the predicate associated with the i’th
rule in a policy. The tuple ®x abbreviates

⟨srcIp, srcPort, dstIp, dstPort, protocol⟩.

We use r .Action to access the action field of a rule. It is either Allow
or Deny.

The meaning of a policy P is defined as a predicate P(®x) that
evaluates to true when a packet with header ®x is allowed to pass
through. There are two conventions for combining the rules in a
policy, namely Deny Overrides and First Applicable. We describe the
semantics of policies according to these two conventions.

Network device ACLs and NSGs use the first applicable rule
semantics. Suppose an ACL has rules r1, . . . , rn that are either Allow
or Deny rules, then the meaning is defined (linear in the size of the
policy) by induction on n:
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Definition 3.1 (First Applicable Policies). Define P , Pi (for 0 ≤ i <
n) and Pn as:

P(®x) = P1(®x)

Pi (®x) = ri (®x) ∨ Pi+1(®x) if ri .action = Allow

Pi (®x) = ¬ri (®x) ∧ Pi+1(®x) if ri .action = Deny

Pn (®x) = false

Definition 3.2 (Deny Overrides Policies). Let Allow = {r ∈ P |

r .action = Allow} and likewise Deny = {r ∈ P | r .status = Deny}.
The meaning of P with the Deny Overrides convention is the for-
mula (linear in the size of the policy):

P(®x) = (
∨

r ∈Allow

r (®x)) ∧ (
∧

r ∈Deny
¬r (®x))

Thus, a packet is admitted if some Allow rule applies and none
of the Deny rules apply.

We showed howpolicies correspond to predicates over bit-vectors.
Both policies using the Deny Overrides and the First Applicable
semantics correspond to logical formulas. The predicates treat the
parameters as bit-vectors and use comparison (less than, greater-
than, equals) operations on the bit-vectors as unsigned numbers.
Modern SMT, Satisfiability Modulo Theories, solvers contain effi-
cient decision procedures for bit-vector logic. Bit-vector logic is
expressive: it captures the operations that are common on machine
represented fixed-precision integers, such as modular addition, sub-
traction, multiplication, bit-wise logical operations, and compar-
isons. The solvers leverage pre-processing simplifications at the
level of bit-vectors and most solvers reduce formulas to proposi-
tional satisfiability where state-of-the-art SAT solving engines are
used. In the worst case the underlying solver could use an algo-
rithm that is asymptotically much worse than algorithms that have
been specifically tuned to policy analysis (as for instance developed
in [1, 5]). However, our experience shows that our approach easily
scales to an order of magnitude beyond what is required for mod-
ern datacenters. For example, analyzing an ACL comprising a few
hundred rules takes approximately 300ms and analyzing an ACL
comprising a few thousand rules takes a second.

3.3 Managing Legacy Policies

Azure deploys anACL in all network devices that peer with Internet
service providers. The structure of this ACL is similar to the ACL
described in Figure 8. It is called an Edge ACL, and had inorganically
grown to comprise several thousand rules. For example, for every
new prefix that Azure acquired, we needed planned updates to
§2, and §3 or §5. In addition to the sections in Figure 8, there were
also several service specific rules. For example, several services
enforced a whitelist of addresses for their instances in the Edge
ACL. There were also several deny rules interspersed at several
places in the ACL to mitigate zero day attacks. All the changes
together resulted in the ACL growing to several thousand lines.
The semantics and the size together made it difficult for engineers
to assess the impact of changes to the ACL manually. As a result,
we had a few availability issues from misconfiguring the ACL.

We had to refactor the ACL to make it more manageable. The in-
tent for the new ACL was to only enforce private address isolation,
anti-spoofing protection, and protections common for all services.
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Figure 11: Managing the complexity of a legacy ACL.

Service specific protections would be moved to end-host mecha-
nisms such as host firewalls. The scope of the change was huge
because the ACL impacts nearly every service in Azure. A simple
typo could potentially cause several services to be inaccessible. We
needed a methodology for safely transitioning the current ACL to
the new ACL without causing any negative impact for any service.

Our methodology was to design a phased plan for refactoring
the ACL. The idea was to incrementally transform the ACL to
the expected goal state. We designed each change to consist of
a set of prechecks, the change, postchecks, and finally a rollback
methodology if the postchecks fail. Prechecks are to ensure that
the change, if performed on the actual device, would result in an
new ACL that preserves the intent. Failing prechecks must provide
information to help fix the error in the change. Postchecks are to
ensure that the change leaves the production device in the expected
state. The production devices are partitioned into distinct groups,
and the change is deployed in one group at a time. Successful
postchecks in a group are a precondition for deploying the change in
the next group. Deploying the change in groups helps in limiting the
impact from misconfigurations to a subset of services. For example,
partitions can be designed based on devices supporting a particular
region.

We leveraged SecGuru to perform prechecks and postchecks.
SecGuru consumes the device configuration extracted from the
device, the name of the ACL, and a set of contracts. Each contract
expressed a reachability invariant such as private datacenter ad-
dresses must not be reachable from the Internet or a list of services
that must be reachable on port 80 and 443 from the Internet. These
contracts are essentially a set of regression tests for the ACL. The
prechecks were designed to be executed on a test network device.
The test network device was first configured with the existing ACL
and then re-configured with the new ACL. The new configura-
tion that incorporated the modified ACL was then fed as input to
SecGuru along with the contracts. This methodology allowed us to
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Figure 12: Burndown graph of customer issues.

validate that the effective ACL after making the change preserves
all the contracts. For example, if resource limitations on the device
cause certain additional rules to be ignored, then the effective ACL
in the configuration would violate the contracts. If all the prechecks
pass, then the change was deployed on the production device. With
each refactoring step, we added additional contracts to cover the
most recent updates. We deployed SecGuru in our production mon-
itoring service to perform the checks on every production device
on demand. These became our post-checks.

Figure 11 describes the changes that we performed on the ACL.
Each change incrementally deleted several rules that were either
unnecessary or redundant, and also added new rules as necessary.
The prechecks we deployed helped us identify several misconfigura-
tions whenmaking these changes. For example, pre-checks detected
typos, such as incorrect prefixes, that caused several services to
be unreachable. In the absence of prechecks, these changes would
have caused an outage. In the end, we were able to reduce the ACL
to less than 1000 lines without outages or business impact.

3.4 Safeguarding Network Security Groups

In a recent experience, Azure released a new cloud-based fully
managed database solution. In an on-premises network, customers
would deploy and manage their own private database services and
the applications that interact with them. Customers would deploy
their applications in virtual networks and purchase a managed ser-
vice instance of the database that would be automatically deployed
in their virtual networks. A distinguishing feature of the managed
database is that it would periodically backup data. The backup is
initiated and orchestrated by an infrastructure service that is not
part of the virtual network. Therefore, a critical requirement is
that the database instance must be able to reach the infrastructure
service. A common problem was that customers were inadvertently
misconfiguring the NSGs applied to their virtual networks and
blocking access to the infrastructure service. As a result, the peri-
odic backups were failing. All such issues reported by customers
were diagnosed to NSG policies that were blocking access.

Customers who were making changes to the NSG policies were
not aware that they were blocking database backups. The first
applicable semantics of NSGs made it hard for operators to reason
about such policies comprising several hundred rules. For some
enterprise customers, different teamsmanaged the NSG policies and
database services, and the team changing the NSG policies didn’t
know that they were blocking database backup. Thus, a customer
requirement emerged to prevent changes to NSG policies that block
database backups. Azure infrastructure has access to metadata
about all service addresses and whether the virtual network of a
customer included a database instance. Both these facts could be
leveraged for blocking unsafe changes to the NSG policies, and
avoid database backups from failing.

We extended SecGuru to analyze NSG policies. The analysis
engine would take as input a NSG policy and a set of reachability
invariants, and produce as output a status report with errors. The
report contains a list of invariants that failed, and for each invariant
that failed the specific rule in the NSG that caused the failure is also
enumerated. The list is empty if all invariants pass. We integrated
SecGuru validation into the API for changing NSG policies. We
designed service infrastructure to automatically add contracts for
ensuring reachability of the database instance with infrastructure
services. The API was designed to validate these contracts against
the new policy and fail with an error message if the new policy
could block database backups.

Figure 12 illustrates the rising trend of customer reported issues
relating to misconfigured NSG policies that blocked reachability
between the database instance and infrastructure service. When the
managed database instance service was initially launched, we saw
a steep increase in customer reported issues; since incorporating
SecGuru into the validation API, we observed a steep decrease
in such customer reported issues (around day 100 in the graph).
Fluctuations in the number of reported incidents are based on
customer volume and the adoption rate of the NSG checker.

3.5 Validating Distributed Firewalls

Azure enforces a common set of restrictions for every virtual ma-
chine. These restrictions ensure that guest virtual machines have
no access to infrastructure services, and are also isolated from one
another. These common restrictions are specified using a configura-
tion file and are automatically derived from a template. A problem
we encountered in the past is that bugs in the automation or policy
changes have resulted in restrictions being omitted in deployments.

We extracted a set of contracts that specify our security policy
for the common restrictions. The firewall policies described in the
configuration file follow the deny overrides semantics. We extended
SecGuru to model these policies, and incorporated the checking of
policies in automation that gates deployments of policies to only
those that pass validation. Incorporating validation as part of the
deployment process eradicated the previous case when restrictions
would accidentally be omitted.

3.6 Assumptions and Limitations

The functionality of SecGuru is generic to network access re-
strictions. Variants of SecGuru have since 2013 been developed
independently by network operators and researchers outside of
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Azure. Our use cases for SecGuru did so far not involve checking
combinations of firewall policies across devices. Potentially inter-
esting scenarios, such as checking customer virtual networks in
context of routing rules are simple extensions, but not in scope for
this paper.

4 RELATEDWORK

Checking forwarding and network access restrictions has long been
a central theme in engineering networks in datacenters, corporate,
campus and wide-area networks.

The seminal work in [46] introduces methodologies for statically
checking reachability properties in IP networks. Assuming that IP
forwarding rules induce a small graph, the different modalities, may
and must-reachability, are solved using graph algorithms. As for-
warding rules are typically formulated using masks on IP headers,
tools based on symbolic SAT solvingwere proposed in [32] such that
a potentially exponential number of forwarding behaviors could
be analyzed. To address scalability and performance, this work was
followed by tailored data-structures and algorithms [22, 23, 30] and
with further optimizations to solve reachability properties under
incremental network updates [21, 50]. These approaches handle
incremental updates efficiently as they compute the effect of up-
dates within smaller slices. A number of commercial products for
global reachability checks have emerged from [13, 22, 23]. Related
to these approaches, the Tiros system at AWS [14] addresses cus-
tomer network configurations by applying both SAT and Datalog
engines for global reachability checks.

A complementary, related, line of work considers consistent
incremental updates to networks, such that the transition from
one network forwarding state to another is transactional [9, 35,
42]. Meanwhile, [47] made a central observation that forwarding
behavior can often be partitioned into relatively few equivalence
classes, such that IP headers within each equivalence class enjoy the
same forwarding behavior. This insight enabled another perspective
on handling forwarding in IP networks by pre-processing, and
then relying on methods in line with [46] for checking reachability
properties. Further coalescing of forwarding behavior was shown
to be possible by considering symmetries and bisimulations in
datacenter networks [41] and in control plane configurations [4]. A
common assumption in all these approaches is the quest for tools
that can automatically discover network structure and perform
global network analysis on networks. Our starting point, on the
other hand, is a fixed datacenter design, where routers are classified
to have fixed roles and forwarding behavior follows pre-defined
patterns, even in the presence of faults.

Early tools for checking network access restrictions applied sim-
ulation, such as the commercial firewall analyzer AlgoSec [2] based
on Fang [34] and its successor Lumeta [45]. They let administra-
tors answer queries involving router and firewall configurations.
Extending simulation, [26] proposes a structured firewall query lan-
guage, supported by trie-based data-structures. Subsequent tools
also used specialized algorithms and data-structures, such as Van-
tage [5, 6, 16, 18, 33] corresponding to variants of binary decision
diagrams [8] or intervals. Tools that use declarative encodings and
logic-based solvers have emerged in the past decade and found their

way into startups and the major cloud providers. Declarative meth-
ods were used in [36, 37], first using logic programming tools, and
in subsequent work using SMT solvers. The Margrave firewall anal-
ysis engine [38] encodes firewall rules and queries into first-order
logic and uses the KodKod relational algebra solver based on propo-
sitional SAT technologies. Firewall rules are encoded into integer
linear arithmetic available in SMT solvers in [48]. Recent advances
involves SAT and SMT based logic engines to synthesize or repair
firewall policies and even control plane policies [7, 10, 12, 19, 40, 51].
A key distinction of our work is that we automatically extract intent
based on architecture and metadata, and incorporate checking into
change processes and deployment workflows.

5 CONCLUSION

This paper addresses dataplane verification in large datacenters and
is used as an integral part of configuration and monitoring. The
journey that led us to our approach started in an era where datacen-
ter designs were still evolving, and of-the-shelf tools for verifying
configurations were in an infancy. The experiences described in this
paper were part of the journey: as new services were added, new
failure scenarios were revealed and in the cases documented here
mapped to validation with RCDC or SecGuru. A central question
included what is the network intent and how is it captured?. Once
addressed, the operational aspect becomes important: where does
verification fit into the DevOps pipeline: with pre-checks, as part of
live monitoring, or as a tool for evolving legacy policies? The final
component of our quest is flexibility and scalability by using ef-
ficient theorem provers that work over formalisms that are easy
to map into from configurations and specifications, and identify-
ing structural properties that enable local scalable techniques that
tackle the main queries of interest in the datacenters. We claim
that our approaches transfer beyond the setting described in this
paper, but note that the underlying claim for the effectiveness of
SecGuru and RCDC relies on the assumption that important and
even system-wide correctness properties can be checked locally
by inspecting device configurations in isolation. For the viability
of local methods we assumed that network architectures remain
mostly fixed, while network state could change at variable rates.
Several opportunities for checking network configurations abound.
For example, an extension to WAN properties could catch issues
with peering, but checking theWAN is riddled with new challenges:
routing tables are order of magnitudes larger than for datacenters
impeding downloads and analysis and relevant intent is different.

The quest for global network verification dominance continues.
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